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Dear Fay: 

Judge Conbs acconpanied me to the perlite property, furnished me 
\U th a sketch m2.p sho,,..,ing claim distribution , pointed out a corner , 
but did not attempt to go over the ground with me . For my part I 
spent better than half a day going over the hills by .ray of ·':'a
rdliarlizing myself rith the general situation . t'y observations 
may be summarized briefly as follows: 

1. Prac+ically the entire range of Tucker hills is composed 
of perlite material . I covered all but the north .. ,est 
portion of the hills . 

2 . There are several very distinct types of uerlj +,ic m::-terial 
ranging fron typical textbook ~erlite to a rhyolite contain
ing an abundance of perlitic glass . 

3 . One variety of the better grade (miner alogically s~eaki~~) 
material resembles the Arizona-Nevada so called "pitchstone ." 
None resembles the Dooley Mountain or Jordan Valley .,..,erlite . 

4. Some of the lesser , or at least less typical varieties , have 
a teA--ture of their ovm . This is often very dense and stoney 
in appearance on r.eathered surfaces although the glassy 
nature of the rock is readily apparent on fresh brea.~s . Other 
varieties bear a su,erficial textural resemblance-to schist-. 
a fer ture undoubt edly due to flow . 

5. The material sampled by the owners ( the t1''0 ton sample sent 
to .Arizona) ariginated from areas of the truly typical ?early 
pcrlite only according to my understanding . Other , and more 
abundant vari eties were not sampled. 

6 . The truly typical variety of perlite is not abundant as far as 
the mass at large goes . VJJ.ril e some individual occurrences there
of appear to be of appreciable size , other occurrences of this 
grade of perlite are small in size ~md-local in extent . 



... 

7 . The -so-called ttArizona-like pitchstoneH variety seems quite 
abundant judging from float fragments on the flat portion 
of the hill above the rim. (Note: My use of the term 
Arizona pitchstone is l?ased on S8111:ples of such material sent 
to me by Ladoo after the occasion of which he and I went 
over the Dooley Mountain occurrence. I t has a granular, ·sugary 
texture, and the Arizona specimens supposedly represent 
mat erial of super grade) . 

8 . While much of the material seems to lie relatively flat, strong 
dips are to be noted . In pl aces these are in opposite 
directions . Beyond this no comment on structure, or its 
s i gnificance , i s in order, nor can be made short of more de
tailed study and mapping . 

As a result of the foregoing reconnaissance it was readily apparent that 
a base map was necessary before even a significant reconnaissance report 
could be made . This is so with respect to the extensiveness of the deposit 
at large, and also with respect to mapping and evaluating the extensiveness 
of individual variations . Since both the Soil Concervation Service and the 
Forest Service are both very active in· this area I figured that maybe I 
could get at least aerial photos of the hills . My endeavors and the results 
thereof are summarized in the attached copy of a l etter to Judge Combs . 
The dan:npictures crune right up to the hills on the north, south and west, 
but didn't include them. The attached contour map which I succeeded in 
digging up elsewhere likeTTise shows contours right to Combs' east claim 
lines, and al~o surrounds the hills on both the north and south without 
covering them. 

My initial reaction after I secured the contour map was that I could go 
up on the hills and , with my brunton on the tripod, triangulate in the 
location of key points along the rim and thereby with aneroid elevations 
make a reasonably fair sketch accuracy contour map of the hills . With 
t his objective in mind I spent better than half a day in l eg work in 
agricultural area below the ditch in an attempt to identify line fences ru1d 
section corners which I could shoot to :rom the hill . The result of this 
phase of my activity proved wholly negative as what few fences there were 
proved not to be line fences . It was therefore necessary ~o abandon my 
objective of makinga reconnaissance contour map as planned . The attached 
copy of the adj oinin;~ contour coverage together with the copy of my letter 
to Judge Combs supplement this letter and complete the pictpre as far as 
summarizin~ my activity in connection with this examination . 

My conclusions and recommendations are as follows: 
- -

1 . The occurrence is large . It may well represent the largest 
single mass of perlitic material within the state -- at least 
so far as currently known occurrences go . It will have to be 
mapped and sampled before this can be said authoritatively, 
however . 

\ 

2 . As only onetthe existent varieties of perlitic material has 
been sa.mplea and tested to date (the truly textbook-typical 
variety) the occurrence from an economic standpoint pan at 
present be judged on the basis of said material only. 



3. Since the above mentioned variety is relativel y limited in 
extent in comparison with other varieties , any appraisal of 
·the occurrence on the basis of said material alone would 
be an appraisal of limited value . And li.'i{ely also of mis
leading value , for until the associated varieties of perlitic 
material are PROVEN to posses good eA'})ansion capacities, problems 
of stripping, undergr01,md ,-orkings , and selective mining exist 
in connection with mining operations on the single variety of 
currently established grade . · 

4. To be properly described geologically in a comprehensive manner , 
the mass at large (the entire group of hills) should first be 
mapped if only to sketch accuracy . This ,ill require rather 
extended 7ork in connection with the establishing of section 
corners mostly . The different perlitic varieties should then be 
studi ed individually, first by sampling to establish e::;::pansion 
capacities bet,een grades , and then by individual mapping as 
indicated and warranted by the test results . In this latter 
connection t]w_ question of whether or not it is either desirable 
or expedient"\?f map individual varieties , will depend upon the 
grade of individual varieties as folloFs . Should some of the 
closely associated varieties be not abl y poor in expansion 
capacity, then mining problems exist and individual mapping of 
varieties is essential . Conversely, should closely associated 
varieties prove equally good in expansion capacity, then extra
ordinary mining problems due to close association and inter
mingling of perlitic varieties, would be ·eliminated and there 
would be no need of selective mapping of individual varieties 
accordingly. 

From the foregoing resume of my observations and coLcl usions , you can readily 
gather that any report I can make with the data at h&nd TTill necessarily be 
generalized and somewhat superficial in nature . The question at hand there
fore is do you wish me to write a report under the oircumstances , or would 
you deem it worthwhile to make a more ex-tensive examination along the lines 
outlined above? My feeling ould be to make the more thorough field study, 
but to do so only on a cooperative basis rrith the o"ffiers -- meaning that 
they stand the expense of establishing section corners close to the nro?erty 
which we can use in plane tabling the hill , and that they stand the expense 
of having finished tests of more samples run at Arizona . After all the 
property is situated rather far from rail trmsnortation so that 11re are not 
necessari~ justified in m· '-:ing more than super ficial report unless they 
are interet ed enough in developing their property to·contribute some 

A. 
incentive in the form of assistance . I shall await your reply before 
proceeding further with any ,:ork on this project --,Jneaning the writing 
of any report . 

NSW:mb 

Sill~ urs, 

N. S. fl'agner 
Geologist 
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